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Summary 
This report contains a set of ALGOL 60 procedures by means of which 
ALGOL 60 programs may be written for computations with complex numbers. 
Besides procedures for the elementary operations, procedures are given 
for the elementary functions: exp, sin, cos, tan, ln, sqrt, arctan, 
arcsin en arccos. 
The result of the last five multivalued functions is not necessarily 
the ordinary principal value; as the user may specify his own principal 
value. 
Introduction 
In designing a system of ALGOL 60 procedures for formula manipulation 
[1], it turned out to be desirable to have a set of procedures for 
complex arithmetic in ALGOL 60; since formula manipulation systems 
are used and will be used in the future for generating programs which 
perform ordinary as well as complex arithmetic. 
In a forth-coming report such a system will be described. Of course, 
a system of procedures for complex arithmetic may very well be of use 
without the connection with formula manipulation. 
The procedures in this report have been tested on the Electrologica X8 
computer of the Mathematical Centre, using the XS-ALGOL 60 compiler 
written by F.E.J. Kruseman Aretz and B.J. Mailloux. 
The author is grateful to Dr. T.J. Dekker for his critical review 
of this report. 
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2.1. Complex arithmetic in ALGOL 60 
ALGOL 60 does not admit expressions of complex arithmetic type. In 
overcoming this difficulty one may split the expressions into real and 
imaginary parts, which leads to efficient use of computer time (but 
not of programmer's time), or the expressions may be written in polish 
prefix form which will be done in this report. 
In the latter case the symbols+,*, ••• are replaced with operators 
S, P, 
Thus: 
a+ b + c is written as S(a,S(b,c)) 
and a* b + c is written as S(P(a,b),c). 
The form of the ALGOL 60 procedures Sand P will be investigated. 
As Sand Pare used recursively, it is necessary to use a stack in 
order to save partially formed results. The stack is defined as 
~ R,I [o : bound], where bound is some large enough integer, say, 
The stack pointer is called p. 
If Sand Pare chosen procedures of type integer, their values on 
execution may refer to indexes of Rand I. Note that the parameters 
of Sand P should also be of type integer. 
The rough structure is now nearly determined. There remains to 
investigate the effect of Sand Pon the stack pointer p. There are 
three possibilities but only the first one will turn out to be useful: 
1. p is unaltered 
2. pis decreased 
3. pis increased. 
Decreasing pis only possible if the evaluation of the para.meters has 
as side-effect an increase in p. 
It is then not possible to write S(a,b), where a and bare variables, 
but instead one should write 
S(TAKE(a), TAKE(b)). 
Increasing p means that all intermediate results of S(a,S(b,S(c,S(d,e)))) 
remain stored, which is a waste of storage space. 
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To be sure that partially formed results as in S(P(a,b),P(c,d)), are 
not effected by future calculations, p should be temporarily increased 
before the evaluation of the second parameter of Sand P. This means 
that the parameters (at least the second) should be called by name. 
We have then the following declaration: 
integer P.; array R,I [o : bound]; 
integer procedure S(u,v); integer u,v; 
begin integer a,b; a:= u; p:= p+1; b:= v; S:= p:= p-1; 
R[p] := R[a] + R[b}; r[PJ := r[a] + I[b] 
end. __ , 
And a similar declaration for P. 
The result of the calculation should be extracted from Rand I and 
assigned to a complex variable. The simplest way to perform this is 
to write: 
z:= S(a,S(b,c)) for z:= a+ b + c. 
Note then that the programmer has to augment p explicitly in order to 
save z from being erased in future calculations. 
Moreover it is difficult to reuse the space of Rand I if the value 
of z becomes uninteresting. 
The simplest way to' overcome the last difficulty is to reserve space 
in Rand I for z. This should be done immediately after z is declared 
as integer variable. 
One manner in which to program this is to use a second stack declared 
as integer array POINTER [1 : 50], with pointer kp. 
Immediately after block entry, the current value of pis stored in 
POINTER, and space in Rand I is reserved for the complex variables 
to be used. This space is erased by a procedure call ERASE immediately 
before block-exit, giving pits old value. 
The declaration is thus extended with: 
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integer kp; integer array POINTER [1 : 50]; 
Boolean procedure DE( z ,first); integer z; Boolean first; 
begin if first then begin kp: = kp + 1; POINTER [kp) != p; p: = p+1 end; 
z:= p; p:= p+1; DE:= false 
procedure ERASE; begin p:= POINTER[kp]; kp:= kp-1 end; 
integer procedure ASSIGN(a,z); value a,z; integer a,z; 
begin ASSlGN:= z; 
R[a] := R[z]; r[a] := I[z]; 
Remarks 
1. The construction of the procedure DE makes it possible to declare 
several variables by one statement. For example, the variables 
a, band c by: DE(a,DE(b,DE(c,true))). 
One may prefer a simpler construction, that is, a procedure 
BLOCK ENTRY and a procedure DE such that block entry and declaration 
of a, band c is performed by 
BLOCK ENTRY; DE(a); DE(b); DE(c) 
An advantage of our approach is that the explicit block entry 
call: DE(c,~) will in general not be forgotten as might 
"BLOCK ENTRY" in the other case. 
2. Upon block entry, pis augmented in DE by 1. The reason is that in 
the calculation of a function designator for example: ARCTAN(S(a,b)), 
S(a,b) is stored at the top of the stack, so that the intermediate 
results of the ARCTAN calculation can not be stored at this top. 
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3. Due to the construction of the procedure ASSIGN, a repeated 
assignment is possible. That is to say a:= b:= z can be written as 
ASSIGN(a,ASSIGN(b,z)) 
2.2. Directions for use 
A program using the system of procedures, described in the following 
section, should have the following structure: 




<the declarations and statements defining the desired complex 
arithmetic computations> 
The data on input tape should start with a number defining the upper 
bound of the arrays Rand I. 
All comp1ex variables should be declared either as simple variables 
or as subscripted variables of type integer. If only simple variables 
occur then the declaration should be followed by a statement of the 
form: 
<declaration statement> : := DE( <variable> ,true) I 
DE(<variable>, <declaration statement>) 
Example: DE(a,true) 
DE(a,DE(b,DE(c,~))) 
If subscripted variables also occur, then the declaration should be 
followed first by a declaration statement and second by a for statement 
in which DE is used with second parameter false. 
Examnle: the variables a, v[1], .•• , v[100] are declared by: 
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integer i, a; integer array v [1 : 100]; DE(a, true); 
for i:= 1 step 1 until 100 do DE(v[i],false); 
A calculation can only be performed through the use of an assignment 
statement, a modulus calculation statement, or an argument calculation 
statement of the following form: 
<assignment statement>::= ASSIGN(<variable>, 
<complex arithmetic expression>) I 
ASSIGN(<variable>, <assignment statement>) 
<modulus calculation statement>::= 
mod(<complex arithmetic expression>) 
<argument calculation statement>::= 
arg(<complex arithmetic expression>) 
A complex arithmetic expression is defined by: 
<complex arithmetic expression>::= <variable> I O I 1 I iul 
CN(<arithmetic expression>, <arithmetic expression>) I 
RN(<arithmetic expression>) I 
<sum> I <difference> I <product> I <quotient> I 
<power> <integral power> 
<sum with real number> I 
<product with real number> 
<elementary function designator> 
<cae>::= <complex arithmetic expression> 
<sum>::= S(<cae>, <cae>) 
~difference>::= D(<cae>, <cae>) 
<product>::= P(<cae>, <cae>) 
<quotient>::= Q(<cae>, <cae>) 
<power>::= POWER(<cae>, <cae>) 
<integral power>::= INT POW(<cae>, <arithmetic expression of type integer>) 
<sum with real number>::= SR(<arithmetic expression>, <cae>) 
<product with real number>::= PR(<arithmetic expression>, <cae>) 
<elementary function designator>::= <el function identifier>(<cae>) 
<el function identifier>::= EXP I SIN I COS I TAN I LN I 
ARCSIN I ARCCOS I ARCTAN I SqRT 
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Remark: Complex arithmetic expressions occur in the ALGOL 60 program 
as particular expressions of type integer. 
An example of an assignment statement is 
ASSIGN(a,P(CN(0,-.5),LN(Q(SR(1,P(iu,z)),D(1,P(iu,z)))))) 
which corresponds to a:= -i/2 *ln((1+iz)/(1-iz)) 
The variable "iu" stands for imaginary unit with R [iu] = 0 and 
I[iu] = 1. Note that R[oJ = o, I[oJ = o, R[1] = 1 and I[1] = o, 
so that the complex arithmetic expressions O and 1 refer to the complex 
numbers O+Oi and 1+0i. 
Every block in which complex variables are declared should end with a 
procedure statement ERASE. 
In using the elementary multivalued functions one may specify which 
value should be calculated by means of the non-local real variable 
LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT. This variable should be used in connection with 
the Boolean variable SPECIAL ARGUMENT. 
If SPECIAL ARGUMENT has the value false, the principal values are 
calculated; if not, the values are calculated according to the wishes 
of the user specified by LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT. 
More information is given in section 3.2. 
Typical examples of how complex arithmetical computation may be 
programmed are the procedure body of ARCTAN (sect. 3.2.3) and the 
program of section 4. 
3. The system of complex arithmetic procedures 
This section contains the procedure declarations. 
The real variables "pi" and "null" are used with the values 
3.1415926535{97 and 10-600 respectively. 
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3.1. The elementary operation and singlevalued functions 
comment CALCULATION PROGRAM FOR COMPLEX ARITHMETIC 
R 1050 RPR 221266/06; 
~pi,nullpLOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT; 
integer ppkp,iu; 
~ array R,I[0:READ];: integer array POINTER[l:50]; 
£2!!1!!1~ The MC standard function READ reads a number from input tape; 
~oolean SPECIAL ARGUMENT; 
~oolean procedure DE(z 9first)., integer z; !!oolean first; 
22!!1!!1~ DE should be used in declaring complex variables 9 
for example a and b are declared by~ DE(a,DE(b 9true)); 
begin !_L first ~ begin kp~= kp + 1; POINTER[kp]:= p; p:= p + 1 end; 
z:= p; p:= p + 1; DE:= false 
~DE; 
:e_rocedure ERASE; £2.!!l!E~ ERASE should occur just before block exit; 
begin p~= POINTER[kp]; kp:= kp - 1 end; 
integer procedure ASSIGN(a~z); ~ a~z; integer a 9z; 
£2!!.1!!1~ ASSIGN is used in an assignment statement a:= z; 
begin ASSIGN:= z~ R[ak= R[z], I[ak= I[z] ~ ASSIGN, 
integer procedure RN(x); ~ x; ~x; 
£2!!1!!1~ RN(x) is the real number x; 
begin RN:= p, R[p]~= x; I[p]~= 0 ~ RN; 
integer procedure CN(xiy); ~ x~y; ~ x,y; 
~!!1~ CN(x,y) is the complex number x + i y; 
begin CN:= p; R[p]:= x, I[p]:= y ~ CN_; 
integer procedure S(u~v); integer u 9v; £2!!1!!1~ S:= u + v_; 
begin integer agb; a:= u; p:= p + 1; b:= v; S:= p:= p - 1; 
R[p]:= R[a] + R[b]; I[pk= I[a] + I[b] 
~<l.~ 
integer :erocedure D(u~v); integer u.v; £2!!:l!!?~ D:= u - v; 
begin integer a,b, a:= u; p:= p + 1; b:= v; D:= p:= p - 1; 
R(p]:= R[a] - R[b]; I[p]:= I[a] - I[b] 
~D, 
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integer_ procedure P(u,v); integer u 9v; £2!!1!!1~ P!= u x v; 
begin integer a~b,; ~ ra~rb 0ia9ib; a:= u; p:= p + 1; b:= v; 
P:= p:== p - 1; ra:= R[a]; rb:= R[b]; ia:= I[a]; ib;= I[b]; 
R[p]:::c ra X rb - ia X ib; I[p]:= ra >< ib + :i.a X rb 
~P; 
integer 12:rocedure Q(u,v); integer u§v; ~:!!?~ Q:= u/v; 
begin !&eger a 0b; ~ c 9ra,rb 9ia,ib; a::::: u; p:= p + 1; b:= v, 
Q:= p:"" p - 1; ra:= R[al; rb:"' R[b]; ia:= I[a]; ib:= I[b]; 
c:::::, rb x rb + ib x ib; R[pk= (ra x rb + ia >< ib)/c; 
I[p]:= (fa X rb - ra >< ib)/c 
~Q; 
integer ~rocedure POWER(u,v); integer u 9v; ~:!!?~ POWER:= u 1 v; 
POWER~= EXP(P(LN(u) 9 v)); 
integer E!'ocedure SR(r 9z); ~ r~z; ~r; integer z; 
S2!!1!!1~ SR:'-"' r + z, where r is real; 
begin SR:= p; R[p]:= r + R[z]; I[pk= I[z] ~ SR; 
integer E!ocedure PR(r 9z); ~ r 9z; ~r; integer z; 
~!!lent PR:::0 r x z 9 where r is real; 
begin PR~= p; R[pk"' r x R[z]; I[p]:= r x l[z] ~ PR; 
integer :e..rocedure INT POW(z,n)., ~ z~n; integer z~n; 
~!!1~ INT POW::::o z 1, n; 
if abs(I[z:]) :5. null ~ INT POW:= RN(R[z] 1~ n) ~ 
if n < 0 then INT POW:= Q(l 1lNT POW(z 9- n)) else 
U n = 0 then INT POW:=: 1 else 
if n = 1 then INT POW:= z else 
if n = 2 then INT POW~= CN{R[z] x R[z] - I[z] X I[z] 9 2 X R[z] X I[z]) else 
beg~ integer k; DE(k 9~~; ASSIGN(k,INT POW(INT POW(zpn ~ 2),2)); 
if (n ,:.. 2,) >< 2 - n f O ~ ASSIGN(k,P(k9z)); 
ERASE; ASSIGN(p~k); INT POW:= p 
end INT POW; 
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integer procedure EXP(z); ~ z; integer z; 
begin ~ r ,i; r:= exp(R[z]); i:= I[z ]; 
EXP:= !!., abs(i) ~ null ~ RN(r) ~ eN(r x cos(i),r x sin(i)) 
~EXP; 
procedure hyperbolic function(sinh9coshgy); ~ y; ~ sinh,cosh,y; 
.£2.!!l!E~ this procedure is taken from P. WYNN [2 ]; 
begin ~yl; yl:= exp(y); cosh:= • 5 X (yl + 1/yl); 
if abs(y) > LO then sinh:= • 5 x (yl - 1/yl) else 
ra=ac - ~ --
begin integer r; ~ brpbrplusl,brplus2; array ewe[0:5]; 
ewe[O]:= L13031 82079 8497; ewe[l]:= 4.43368 49848 6610-2; 
ewe[2]:= 5.42926 3119110-4; ewe[3]:= 3.19843 646 10-6; 
ewe[4]:= 1.10367 710-8; ewe[5]:= 2.49810-11; 
brplusl:= brplus2:= O. O; yl:= 2. 0 x (2. 0 X y X y - 1. O); 
f2!. r:= 5 step -1 ~o 22, 
begin br:= yl x brplusl - brplus2 + ewe [r]; !!., r + O ~ 
begin brplus2:= brplusl; brplusl:= br ~ 
~ 
sinh:= y x (br - brplusl) 
end 
~ hyperbolic function; 
integer procedure SIN(z); ~ z; integer z; 
if abs(I[z]) < null then SIN:= RN(sin(R[z])) else . 
._... - ---- .... ~
begin ~r 9s,c; r:= R[z]; hyperbolic function(s,c,I[z]); 
SIN:= CN(sin(r) x c,cos(r) x s) 
~ SIN, 
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integer procedure COS(z); ~ z; integer z,; 
if abs(I[z]) < null then COS:= RN(cos(R[z])) else. 
- - ~ ~
begin ~r9s,c; r:= R[z]; hyperbolic function(s 9c 9I[z]); 
COS:= CN(cos(r) x c,- sin(r) x s) 
end COS; 
--=-= 
integer :e,rocedure T AN(z); ~ z; integer z; 
if abs(I[z]) < null then TAN:= RN(sin(R[z])/cos(R[z])) else 
- - -
begin ~ s,c,si,co 0r; r:= R[z]; 
hyperbolic function(s,c 0I[z ]) ; si:= sin(r); co:= cos(r); 
TAN:== Q(CN(si X c.co X s),CN(co X c.-si X s)) 
~ TAN; 
3. 2. The multivalued functions 
The multivalued functions are defined by: 
LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT <arg(z) ~ LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT+ 2pi 
LN(z) = lnlzl + i arg(z) 
1 SQRT(z) = EXP(2 LN(z)) 








= 2 i LN( ( 1 + iz)/(1 - iz)) 
We do not always use these definitions, however, to calculate the 
functions. 
By means of certain transformations, e.g. addition of a multiple of 
2pi, the resulting values are adapted in order to satisfy the above 
definitions. For this the procedure "mult of 2pi" is used. 
Remark: It may occur that little changes of z result in completely 
different values for the multivalued functions. Therefore, one should 
be careful in choosing LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT. It may be desirable 
to choose it somewhat too large (say 10-10). 
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~ ;erocedure rnult of 2pi(a); ~ a; ~ a; 
rnult of 2pi:= (entier((LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT - a)/ 
6.28318530717958) + 1) X 6.28318530717958; 
~ procedure arg{z); ~ z, integer z; 
begin ~!._rJ~a; r:= R[z]; i:= I[z]; 
a:= !f.. abs(r) ~ null then sign(i) x pi/2 else 
if :r > null then arctan(i/r) else 
!L abs(i) :5. null ~ pi ~ 
sign(i) x pi/2 - arctan(r/1); 
if SPECIAL ARGUMENT then a:= a + rnult of 2pi(a); 
arg:= a 
~ arg; 
~ procedure rnod(z); ~ z; integer z, 
mod;= sqrt(R[z] x R[z] + I[z] x I[z ]) ; 
3.2.1. The logarithmic function 
The logarithm is in general calculated by means of the expression 
ln(z) = lnlzl + i arg(z) 
However, when z =a+ is or z = E + ia, where a is exactly equal to 
+ 1, the logarithm is calculated from the expression 
z ln(l+z) = 2i arctan i(z+2 ) 
The reason for this is that the first expression gives an absolute 
error which is of the order of the relative error (o) of s, whereas 
the second formula gives a relative error of the order o. 
Obviously no improvement can be obtained from the second formula if 
a is not exactly equal to+ 1. 
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integer procedure LN(z); ~ z; integer z; 
begin ~ r~i,n; r:= R[z]; i:= I[z]; 
!!,_ (abs(r - 1) ~ null /\ abs(i) < .1) V (abs(i - 1) < null /\ abs(r) < .1) then 
begin g_ abs(i) < .1 ~ 
begin n:= 4 + i x i; LN:= [. sign(r) = +1 ~ 
P(CN(0.92) 9ARCTAN(CN(2 X i/n, - i >< i/n))) ~ 
S(CN(0,pi x sign(i + null)),P(CN(0,2),ARCTAN(CN(- 2 >< i/n,- i x i/n)))) 
end else 
begin n:= 4 + r x r; LN.:= !£ sign(i) = +l ~ . 
S(CN(0 9pi/2)~P(CN(0,2),ARCTAN(CN(- 2 >< r/n, - r x r/n)))) else 
S(CN(0,-pi/2) 9P(CN(0,2),ARCTAN(CN(2 x r/n,- r x r /n)))) 
end; !£_ SPECIAL ARGUMENT ~ I[pJ:= I[p] + mult of 2pi(I[p]) 
~ ~ LN:= CN(.5 x ln(r >< r + i >< i),arg(z)) 
~LN; 
3. 2. 2. !he square root function 
integer procedure SQRT(z); ~ z; integer z; 
begin ~ a,b,r 9i; a:= R[z]; b:= I[z]; 
r:= a >< a + b x b; !f. abs(r) ~ null ~ 
e_egin r:= 0; i:= 0; goto END ~ r:= sqrt(r); 
r:= sqrt((abs(a) + r)/2); i:= b:= b/(2 >< r); 
if a< 0 then 
begin i:= !£ b 2:,, 0 ~ r ~ 
if SPECIAL ARGUMENT then 
begin ~ phi; integer k; 
- r; r:= abs(b) end; 
-
SPECIAL ARGUMENT:= false; 
phi:= arg(CN(r,i)); 
k:= entier((phi - LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT/2)/pi); 
!i,k :.,2 x 2 - k 4 0 ~ begin r:= - r; i:= - i ~ 
SPECIAL ARGUMENT:= true 
end; 
END: SQRT:= CN(r,i) 
~ SQRT; 
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3.2.3. The arctan function 
For I z I > 2 the ARCTAN is calculated by means of the formula 
arctan(z) = TI/2 - arctan(1/z). 
For .5 < lzl < 2 it is calculated by means of 
arctan(z) = ~i ln((1+iz)/(1-iz)) 
Finally for lzl < .5 the ARCTAN. is calculated by means of a process 
to be discussed below. 
1 
a = (a + b )/2 , 
n+1 n n 
b ( b ) 2 
n+1 = an+ 1 • n ' 
where the SQRT is always taken with positive real part i.e. 
SPECIAL ARGUMENT= false. 
Let z = a /b • Then z satisfies 
n n n n 
z2 = (1 + z )/2, with solution z = cos(<t,/2n) and 
n+1 n n 
· = (1 + z 2 )-~. with z0 = cos <P 
n , 
Now b = z • b = ( II z ) ( 1 + z 2 ) 2 • 
n n n-1 k=1 k 
From sin 1.... • b 
2n n 
1 2 1 




= sin p (1 + z2)~ = __ z __ 
<P arctan z 
This process, although very elegant, converges only linearly and 
about 20 iterations are needed to obtain la - b I < 10-12. 
n n 
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It will be shown, however, that if the process is discontinued as 
soon as la - b I < 10-3, i.e. after 4 iterations maximally, then b n n ~ 
can be estimated (without calculating the SQRT) within the desired 
accuracy of 10-12. 
(It turned out that this calculated value was better than the value 
obtained after 20 iterations.) 
Let the iteration be discontinued for n = m, and let a 
m 




2 2 (am+1 - bm) 
bm+1 b = m+1 
and * 
02 1 
bm+1 - bm+1 = 1b * 
+ bm+1 b m+1 
Thus * 
02 







(a + 3b )/4. 
m m 
= 
* bm+1 + bm+1 bm+1 - b m+1) * 2bm+l ( 1 + 
* 2bm+1 
( 1 02 ) ' = + + ... 





satisfies: b = bm+1 m+1 
* 32 bm+ 1 
-
04 5 
bm+1 - bm+1 = 3 + O(o ). 211 * bm+1 
- b 
m = 0' 
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Furthermore, denoting the limit of bn by M(a1,b1), we have 
From M(x,1) = arc!in t; , with t; = (1 2 1 x ) 2 we have 
M(x,1) = 1;( 1 + J. ,2 3 ,4 5 ,6 35 ,8 0 ... + 40 ... + 112 ... + 1152 ... 
2 -o 
and thus with t; = -2b 
m 
boo= bm+1/(1 + °t t;2 + ••• 2 -o with t; = -2b 
m 
-
1 t;2 3 4 5 6 
= bm+/( 1 +'6 +40t; +,12t;)+ 
-
+ 04( b 35 + O(o5 ). m+1 
211 .-3 -~· 1152) 
bm+1 b m 
+ • • • ) 
* ~ Lower bounds for b 1, b 1 and b 1 will now be obtained. m+ m+ m+ 
Consider the region Gk= {z : Re(z).:. k > o} if an6Gk, bn4!!:Gk then 
an+ 16:Gk, due to the convexity of Gk. 
Consider next the region Hk = {w : "3 z EGk, w = ln( z)}, where ln( z) 
assumes its principal value.~ is a convex region in thew plane, 
h b d O O O 1 1 ( 2 2) 0 / as t e oun arv is given by: w = u +iv= 2 n k + y + i arctan y k 
and 
2 du = E:,_ (du 
dv2 dy dy 
1 
dv/dy) dv/dy 
k2 + y2) • k2 + y2 = _k_2_+_....y_2 
k k k2 > O. 
Thus, if w1 EF1c, w2 E.~ then (w1 + w2)/2 ~F1c. 
Choose w1 = ln(am+ 1), w2 = ln(bn), then 
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If lzl =a< .5 then 
Re(b0 ) = Re((1 + z2 )~) > (1 - a 2 )~ 
and k can be taken ¾ \(3. 
Thus all a and bn satisfy Re(an) > ~ V3, Re(bn) > ~ V3. Which, in 
n * 
particular, is the case for bm, am+1 and thus for bm+1 • 
1 ,r:;- * · 1 ,C Hence jbm+ 1 I > 2 y3, Jbm+1 I > 2 v3 and 
lb;:1 I > ~ V3 - lo4 I-
From this it follows that if the calculations were performed exactly, 
the error made in estimating b is considerably less than 1o-12. 00 
Theoretically the bound lzl < .5 may be made less restrictive, say 
lzl < .99, but in practice it turned out that the ordinary way of 
calculating arctan(z) was more precise and less time consuming for 
values of z in this region. 
integer procedure ARCTAN(z~; ~ z; integer z; 
begin ~ modz; integer a; DE(a,true); modz:= mod(z); 
if modz > 2 then 
begin ASSIGN(a,D(RN(pi/2)~ARCTAN(Q(l,z)))); 
!£ SPECIAL ARGUMENT ~ R[a]:= R[a] + mult of 2pi(2 x R[a]/2 
end else 
if modz < • 5 then 
begin integer b,delta,ksi,bstar; ~oolean SA; SA:= false; 
DE(b ,DE(delta,DE(ksi ,DE (bstar ,true)))); 
~ ....... . 
if SPECIAL ARGUMENT then 
begin SA:=~ SPECIAL ARGUMENT:=~~ 
ASSIGN(a,1); ASSIGN(b,SQRT(SR(l,P(z,z)))); 
again: ASSIGN(delta,D(a,b)); 
!!_, mod(delta) ~ 10-3 ~ goto out; 
ASSIGN(a,PR(. 5,S(a,b))); 
ASSIGN(b,SQRT(P(a,b))); goto again; 
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out: ASSIGN(ksipPR(-. 59Q(delta,b))); 
ASSIGN(bstar 9S(PR(. 25 9a) ,PR(. 75 9b))); 
ASSIGN(bstar ~D(bstar ,Q(P(delta,delta) ,PR(32 ,bstar)))); 
ASSIGN(a 9 Q(P(z,SR(l,P(ksi,SR(l/6,P(ksi,SR(3/40, 
PR(5/112 9ksi))))))) ,bstar)); 
if SA then 
- -
begin SPECIAL ARGUMENT:= ~ R[a]:= R[a] + mult of 2piC2 >< R[a])/2 
~ ERASE 
~ ~ ASSIGN(a,P(CN(0 9-. 5),LN(Q(SR(l,P(iu,z~~,D(l,P(iu,z)))))),; 
ERASE; ASSIGN(p,a); ARCTAN:= p 
~ ARCTAN; 
3.2.4. The arcsin function 
For lzl < .5 ARCSIN is calculated by means of the expression: 
2 1 
arcsin z = arctan(z/(1 - z ) 2 ). 
For Jzl > .5 ARCSIN is calculated by means of two different expressions. 
If liz + ✓, - z2 i ~ 1, it is calculated from 
arcsin z = ~ ln(iz + (, - z2 ) 
and in the other case from 
arcsin z = - I ln(-iz + {1 2 z ) • 
integer procedure ARCSIN(z); ~ z; integer z; 
begin ~ modz; integer a,b,k; ~oolean SA; DE(a,DE(b,true)); modz:= mod(z); 
if modz < . 5 then 
begin SA:= ~ !!_ SPECIAL ARGUMENT ~ 
begin SA:= true; SPECIAL ARGUMENT:= ~ ~ 
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ASSIGN(a,ARCTAN(Q(z,SQRT(D(l,P(z,z)))))); 
if SA then 
- -
begin SPECIAL ARGUMENT:=~ 
k:= entier(LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT/(2 x pi)); 
ASSIGN(a,if k - (k : 2) >< 2 = 0 then 
- -. ~
D(RN(pi + mult of 2piCpi - R[a])),a) else 




ASSIGN(b,S(P(iu,z),a)); if mod(b) > 1 then 
- • • .._ • c:..:e ~
ASSIGN(a~P(CN(0,-1),LN(b))) ~ 
begin ASSIGN(a,P(iu,LN(D(a,P(iu,z))~ )~; 
if SPECIAL ARGUMENT then ASSIGN(a,SR(mult of 2pi(R[a]),a)) 
- ~ ... 
end 
-
end; ERASE; ASSIGN(p,a); ARCSIN:= p 
-~ ARCSIN; 
3.2.5. The arccos function 
For lz + i✓1 - z21 ..::_ 1 ARCCOS is calculated from 
1 { 2' arccos z =...,.. ln(z + i 1 - z ) 
1. 
and in the other case from 
arccos z 
To use a special formula for small lzl is not necessary since 
arccos (z(1 + cS)) ~arccos z - zcS 
and arc cos ( z) ~ rr /2 - z 
thus the relative error cS remains a relative error in arccos(z). 
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integer procedure ARCCOS(z); ~ z; integer z; 
begin integer a 9b; DE(a9DE(b9~_)); 
ASSIGN(a 9P(iu~SQRT (D(l 9P(z 9z))))); 
ASSIGN(b,S(z~a)); !!_, mod(b) ~ 1 ~ 
ASSIGN(a 9P(CN(0 9-l),LN(b))) else 
' -
begin ASSIGN(a 9P(iu~LN(D(z,a)))); 
if SPECIAL ARGUMENT then 
~ -
ASSIGN(a 9SR(mult of 2pi(R[a]),a)) 
end; ERASE; ASSIGN(p9a); ARCCOS:= p 
~ ARCCOS; 
3.2.6. The procedure INITIALIZE 
procedure INITIALIZE; 
begin p:= O; pi:= 3.14159265358979; null:= J0-600; 
CN(0,0); p:= 1; CN(l 90); p:= iu:= 2; CN(0,1); kp:= 1; POINTER[!]:= p:= 3; 
LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT:= - pi + 10-12; SPECIAL ARGUMENT:= ~ 
end; 
4. A test program 
In this section some results with regard to error analysis and 
computation time are given. 
Moreover a test program is reproduced together with its output. 
This test program performs the main part of the error analysis. 
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It calculates for 
LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT= - pi, - pi/2, O, pi/2, pi, 3/2 pi and 2pi, 
for 
Re(z) = -1000, -10, -1, -.1, -.001, O, .001, .1, 1, 10 and 1000 
and for 
Im(z) = -1000, -10, -1, -.1, -.001, O, .001, .1, 1, 10 and 1000, 
the maximum in each quadrant of the complex z plane of the following 
expressions: 
lz - EXP(LN(z)) l/lzl, 
lz - (z 113 )3 1/lzl, 
lz - (SQRT(z)) 2 1/lzl, 
lz - SIN(ARCSIN(z))l/lzl, 
lz - COS(ARCCOS(z))l/lzl and 
lz TAN(ARCTAN(z))l/lzl. 
No calculations were performed in the last but one and the last 
cases for lzl 2_ .1 and lzl .::_ 10 respectively. 
The output of the program appears in five columns. The first column 
indicates which function was tested, the next four columns contain 
for each quadrant of the z plane the following numbers: max error, 
real part of z max, imaginary part of z max, where max error is the 
maximum of all errors calculated in the corresponding quadrant and 
where z max is the value of z for which the maximal error occurred. 
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begin <declaration of the variables and procedures of section 3> 
INITIALIZE;. 
begin ~!!1~ Test program for Complex Arithmetic RPR 190367 /01; 
integer case9i 9z., ~ real part of z~ imag part of. z 9 mod of z; 
array max error[l:4,1~6]; integer array z max[l:4,1:6]_; 
procedure ERROR(f); integer f; 
begin ~ error; ig= i + 1; 
error:= mod(D(z 9f))/mod of z; 
!,L max error[case 0i] < error ~ 
begin max error[case,i]:= error; ASSIGN(z max[case 9i],z) ~ 
~ERROR., 
procedure OUTPUT(string)., string string_; 
begin i:= i + 1_; NLCR_; PRINTTEXT(string); 
!.2!_ case:= 1,2p3 94 22, 
begin FLOT(2,2,max error[casesi]); 
FLOT(l,1,R[z max[case 0i]])_; 
FLOT(l 9l,I[z max[case 9i]]); 
£2.!!1!!1~ The procedure FLOT prints the value of its 
third parameter in floating point notation; 
end; PRlNTTEXT({ :t) 
~ OUTPUT; 
DE(z,true);. !2E., case:= 1 92 9394 do 
for i:= 1,2 93,4 9596 do DE(z max[case,i],false); 
~ ~ ~-
NLCR; PRINTTEXT({Results from test program RPR 190367 /01:t); NLCR; 
f2!, LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT:= -pi+10 -10, -pi/2+10-10, 10 -10 9 
pi/2+10-l0p pi+10-109 3/2xpi+10-10, 2><pi+10 -10 22., 
begin f2!. case:= 1,2 03A 22, !2!, i:= 1,2 03 94,5,6 ~ 
begin ASSIGN(z max[case 9i]p0); max error[case,i]:= 0 end; 
!2!_ real part of z:= 
-1000, -10 9 -1 0 -.1 9 -.001 9 09 . 001, .1, 1, 10, 1000 ~ 
!2£_ imag part of z := 
-1000, -10 9 -1, -.1 0 -.001, o, .001, .1, 1, 10, 1000 do 
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begi.!!_ !,L abs(real part of z) + abs(imag part of z) < 10-5 
~ goto END; 
i~== O; ASSIGN(z,CN(real part of z, imag part of z)); 
mod of z:= mod(z); 
case:= entier(arg(z)/(pi/2) - 10 -5); 
case:= case - entier(case/4) x 4 + 1; 
ERROR(EXP(LN(z))); 
ERROR(INT POW(POWER(z~RN(l/3)) p3)); 
ERROR(INT POW(SQRT(z),2)); 
EJRROR(SIN(ARCSIN(z))); 
if, mod of z > .1 ~ ERROR(COS(ARCCOS(z))) ~ i:= i + 1; 
if mod of z < 10 ~ ERROR(T AN(ARCT AN(z))); 
END: end; SPECIAL ARGUMENT:= true; i:= O; 
NLCR; PRINTTEXT({LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT ~); 
















The input tape contains the number 100. 
Results from test program RPR 190367 /01 
LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT =-1. 0 X pi 
EXP(LN(z)) +. 5610-11 +.110+1 +.110+4 +. 5810 -11 -.110 +4 +.1 10+1 +. 5810 -11 -.110 +4 -, 110 +1 +.5610 -11 +.1 10 +1 -.110 +4 
(z1,1/3 ),1\3 +.1310-10 +.110-2 +.110+4 +.1310-10 -. 110+4 +, 110-0 +.1310-10 -.110+4 -,110-0 +.1410-10 +.110+4 -.110-2 
SQRT(z)~2 +.3510-11 +.110-0 +,110+2 +.3510-11 --110-0 +.110+2 +.3510-11 -.110-0 --110+2 +.3510 -11 +.1 10-0 -.110 +2 
SIN(ARCSIN(z)) +. 8410 -11 +. 010 -0 +.1 10 +4 +, 7510 -11 -.110 +4 +.1 10 +1 +.7510 -11 -.110 +2 -.1 10 +4 +. 7510 -11 +.1 10 +2 -. 110 +4 
COS(ARCCOS(z)) +.2010-10 +.110-0 +.110-2 +.3410-10 - ■ 110-0 +.110-2 +.3410-10 - ■ 110-0 - ■ 110-2 +.2010-10 +.110-0 -.110-2 
T AN(ARCTAN(z)) +.4810-11 +o 110 +1 +.110 -0 +.5710-11 -.110-0 +.010-0 +.4610 -11 -.110 +1 -.110-0 +.57 10 -11 +.110-0 +.010 -0 
LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT = -. 5 x pi 
EXP(LN(z)) +. 56 10 --11 +.1 10 +1 +.110 +4 +. 5810-11 -. 110+4 +, 110+1 +.8210 -11 -.110 +4 -.110+2 +.56 10 -11 +.110+1 -.lm+4 
(z4,1/3)1,3 +.1310-10 +.110-2 +, 110+4 +.1310-10 -,110+4 -.110-2 +, 1410-10 -. 110-2 -, 110+4 +.1410-10 +.110+4 -. 110-2 [\) 
-I=" 
SQRT(z),i2 +,3510 -11 +.1 10-0 +.110 +2 +,3510-11 -,110-0 +,110+2 +.3510 -11 -.110 -0 -.110 +2 +.3510 -11 +.110 -0 -.110 +2 
SIN(ARCSIN(z)) +.8410-11 +,010-0 +,110+4 +. 7510 -11 -. 110 +4 +.110 +1 +,1010-10 -,110+4 --110+1 +. 7510-11 +, 110+2 -.110+4 
COS(ARCCOS(z)) +.2010 -10 +.110-0 +.1 10 -2 +.3410 -10 -.110-0 +.110 -2 +.3410 -10 -.lm-0 -.110-2 +.2010 -10 +.1 10-0 -.110 -2 
T AN(ARCTAN(z)) +.4810 -11 +.1 10 +1 +.110 -0 +.5710 -11 -.110-0 +.010-0 +.3710-11 -.lm+l -.110 -2 +.57 10 -11 +.110-0 +.010 -0 
LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT = +.0 x pi 
EXP(LN(z)) +.62 10-11 +.1 10 -2 +.1 10 +1 +.5810 -11 -.110 +4 +.110 +1 +. 9810-11 +, 110-2 -, 110+4 +.1210-10 +.110+4 - ■ 110+1 
(z11/3),i:3 +.1310-10 +.110-2 +.110+4 +.1310-10 -, 110+4 -, 110-2 +.1610-10 +.110-2 -,110+4 +.1510-10 +, 110-0 -, 110+1 
SQRT(z)1}2 +.3510-11 +.110-0 +.110+2 +.3510 -11 -,lm-0 +.110 +2 +.3510-11 -.110-0 -.110 +2 +.3510-11 +,110-0 -,110+2 
SIN(ARCSIN(z)) +.2910- 8 +.010-0 +.110-2 +.4110- 8 - ■ 110-2 +.010-0 +.2910- 8 +,010-0 -,110-2 +.4510- 8 +,110-2 +,010-0 
COS(ARCCOS(z)) +.1210- 9 +,110-0 +.110-2 +.3410-10 -,110-0 +.110-2 +.5610-10 -,110-0 -,110-0 +.4710-10 +.110-0 -,110-2 
T AN(ARCT AN(z)) +. 2910- 8 +. 010 -0 +.1 10-2 +.1610- 8 -.110-2 +.010-0 +.2910- 8 +,010-0 -,110-2 +.57 10 -11 +.110-0 +.010 -0 
LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT = +. 5 >< pi 
EXP(LN(z)) +.1310-10 +.110+4 +.11o+2 
(z;\u/3)4,3 +.1710-10 +.010-0 +,110+4 
SQRT(z)~ +. 3510-11 +.110-0 +.110 +2 
+. 5810-11 -.110+4 +.110+1 
+.1310-10 -.110+4 -.110-2 
+. 3510 -11 -.110-0 +.110 +2 
SIN(ARCSIN(z)) +. 2910- 8 +. 010-0 +.110-2 +. 4110- 8 -.110-2 +. 010-0 
COS(ARCCOS(z)) +.1210- 9 +.110-0 +.1 10-2 +. 56 10 -10 -.110-0 +.110-0 
T AN(ARCT AN(z)) +. 2910- 8 +. 010-0 +.110-2 +.1610- 8 -.110-2 +. 010-0 
LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT =+LO >< pi 
EXP(LN(z)) +.1310-10 +.1 10+4 +.1 10+2 +.1210-10 -.110+4 +.110+1 
(z~l/3)4,3 +.1710 -10 +. 010-0 +.110+4 +.16 10-10 -.110+4 +.110-0 
SQRT(z)~ +. 3510-11 +.110-0 +.110+2 +. 3510-11 -.110-0 +.11o+2 
SIN(ARCSIN(z)) +. 72 10- 8 +.110-2 +.110-2 +.4110 - 8 -.110-2 +. 010-0 
COS(ARCCOS(z)) +.1210- 9 +.110-0 +.110-2 +. 5610-10 -.110-0 +.1 10-0 
T AN(ARCTAN(z)) +. 2910- 8 +. 010-0 +.110-2 +.1610 - 8 -.110 -2 +. 010-0 
LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT =+1.5 >< pi 
EXP(LN(z)) +.1310 -10 +.110 +4 +.110+2 +.1510-10 -.110+4 -.110-2 
(~1/3)~ +.1710-10 +. 010-0 +.110+4 +. 2110-10 -.110+4 -.110-2 
SQRT(z)~ +. 3510-11 +.1 10-0 +.110 +2 
SIN(ARCSIN(z)) +. 7210- 8 +.110-2 +.11o-2 
COS(ARCCOS(z)) +.1210- 9 +.110-0 +.11o-2 
+. 3510 -11 -.110-0 +.110+2 
+. 9810- 8 -.110-2 +. 010-0 
+.6410-10 -.110-2 +.110-0 
- - -
+. 9810-11 +.110-2 -.110 +4 
+.1610-10 +.110-2 -.110+4 
+. 3510-11 -.110-0 -.110+2 
+. 2910- 8 +. 010-0 -.110-2 
+. 5610-10 -.110-0 -.110-0 
+. 2910- 8 +. 010-0 -.110-2 
+.9810-11 +.110-2 -.110 +4 
+.1610-10 +.110-2 -.110+4 
+. 3510-11 -.110-0 -.110+2 
+.8810- 9 -.110-2 -.110-2 
+. 5610-10 -.110-0 -.110-0 
+. 2910- 8 +. 010-0 -.110-2 
+.1910-10 -.110-2 -.110+4 
+.1910-10 -.110+1 -.110-2 
+.3510-11 -.110-0 -.110+2 
+. 8810- 9 --110-2 -.110-2 
+. 6410-10 -.110-2 -.110-0 
+.1210-10 +.110+4 --110+1 
+.1510-10 +.110-0 -.110+1 
+. 3510-11 +.110 -0 -.110 +2 
+.4510- 8 +.110-2 +.010-0 
+.1210- 9 +.110-0 --110-2 
+.1210 - 8 +.110-2 +. 010 -0 
+.1210-10 +.110+4 -.110+1 
+.1510-10 +.110-0 -.110+1 
+. 3510-11 +.110-0 -.110+2 
+.7210- 8 +.110-2 -.110-2 
+.1210- 9 +.110-0 -.110-2 
+.1210- 8 +.110-2 +.010-0 
+.1210-10 +.110+4 --110+1 
+.1510-10 +.110-0 -.110+1 
+.3510-11 +.110-0 -.110+2 
+.7210- 8 +.110-2 -.110-2 
+.1210- 9 +.110-0 -.110-2 




LOWER BOUND ON -ARGUMENT =+2.0 x pi 
EXP(LN(z)) +.1310-10 +.110 +4 +.110+2 
(~1/3)4,3 +.1710-10 +.010-0 +.110+4 
SQRT(z);}.2 +.3510-11 +.110-0 +.110+2 
SIN(ARCSIN(z)) +.1110- · 7 +. 010-0 +.11o-2 
COS(ARCCOS(z)) +. 6410-10 +.110-2 +.110-0 
T AN(ARCTAN(z)) +. 5710- 8 +. 010-0 +.110-2 
+.1510-10 -.110+4 -.110-2 
+. 2110-10 -.110+4 -.110-2 
+. 3510-11 -.110-0 +.110+2 
+.1310- 7 -.110-2 +. 010-0 
+. 6410-10 -.110-2 +.110-0 
+.1010- 7 -.110-2 +. 010-0 
+.1910-10 -.110-2 -.110+4 
+.1910-10 -.110+1 -.110-2 
+. 3510-11 -.110-0 -.110+2 
+.1110- 7 +.010-0 -.110-2 
+. 6210-10 -.110-0 -.110-2 
+.5710- 8 +.010-0 --110-2 
+.1810-10 +.110+4 -.110-0 
+.1410-10 +.110+4 +, 110-2 
+. 3510-11 +.110-0 -.110+2 
+.9810- 8 +.110-2 +.010-0 
+. 6210-10 +.110-0 -.110-2 





Some other tests were performed.for ARCTAN, ARCSIN and ARCCOS. 
z assumed the values 
z = p e i<P 
where <jJ = O, (pi/1O), 1.9 pi. 
Only the principal values were calculated, i.e. SPECIAL ARGUMENT = false. 
The results are: 
I z - TAN(ARCTAN( z)) I/ p 
reached for p = .49 the maximal value .8710-11 for <P = 1.9 pi 
" p = . 1 " " " .6910-11 II <P = 1.8 pl. 
" p = .001 " II " • 361 o-11 II <P = 0 
" p = 10 " " " ,3610-10 " <P = .8 pi 
lz - SIN(ARCSIN(z))//p 
reached for p = .49 the maximal value 0 5910-11 for <P = 1.7 pl. 
ti p = • 1 II " " 0 5710-11 " <P = 1.1 pl. 
" 
p = .001 " II ti .36 10-11 " <P = .2 pi 
" p = 10 II II II ,3910-11 " <P = 1.2 pi 
" p = 100 II II II • 541 o-11 " <P = 1.7 pi 
/z - COS(ARCCOS(z)) I/P 
reached for p = 10 the maximal value ,4710-11 for <P = .2 pi 
" p = 100 " " II ,5210-11 II <P = 1. 7 pi 
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The time needed for the different operations was 
for 
ASSIGN .72 m.sec. 
s ,92 m.sec • 
D . 92 m.sec. 
p 1.32 m,sec, 
Q 1.52 m.sec. 
INTPOW(z,2) 1.92 m.sec. 
INTPOW(z,5) 9.52 m.sec. 
INTPOW(z,10) 15,5 m,sec. 
EXP 3. 12 m,sec. 
LN(1+i) 3,92 m,sec. 
LN(1+.1i) 42.9 m.sec. 
SIN 7,92 m.sec. 
cos 7,92 m.sec. 
TAN 10,7 m.sec. 
ARCSIN( 1+i) 21.9 m. sec. 
ARCSIN( ,01+.01i) 50.9 m. sec. 
ARCTAN ( 1 +i ) 15,9 m,sec. 
ARCTAN ( • 01+.01 i ) 38,9 m.sec. 
ARCCOS(1+i) 18.9 m. sec. 
ARCCOS ( • 01+. 0 1 i ) 18.9 m.sec. 
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